PROBLEM | 97% of newcomer crypto investors lose their money
on trading because of a lack of expertise on the market.

INVESTORS increase their assets automatically when syncing their
wallets with Manager accounts.

SOLUTION | We give investors expert insight
by syncing their accounts with those of the best traders on the
market for the benefit of all involved.

MANAGERS multiply their assets through success fees paid by
investors.

CINDX | The blockchain ecosystem for Investors, Traders, Asset
Managers and Vendors.

VENDORS introduce services to the blockchain
ecosystem and to monetize traders’ experience.

MARKET REVIEW
THE NUMBER OF ONLINE TRADERS BY REGION IN THOUSANDS GROWTH OF CRYPTO ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT, USD M

There is a growth in the number of online traders by regional segregation in 2017 and 2018. The leaders of 2018 were Asia and Europe
mostly due to the advent of crypto trading, which has a low entry threshold for new participants.
There are more than 25 million potential Managers and Traders and more than 100 million potential investors.

PROJECT ROADMAP

FEATURES OF THE CINXO TOKEN
The CINXO platform is designed with Investors in mind to make sure that they can safely relate their profit-making activities to the actions of
professional, experienced and highly rated Traders with proven investment strategies.
The platform adheres to full transparency by relying on an advanced rating system, which compiles the Trader's ratings based on a number of
different parameters taking into account the profitability and risk of a trading strategy. The Investors choose the Traders that suit them and follow
their strategies with their portfolios. The Traders receive payments only from profits that Investors make, and the latter do not incur any additional
payments. All the funds of the Investors are stored on their personal accounts on the exchange and are not transferred either to the Trader or to
the platform, thus guaranteeing security and preventing fraud.
The CINDX platform will allocate 30% of its profits quarterly to the buy back CINXO Tokens from the market. 50% of the tokens will be burned,
while 50% will be distributed via Airdrops among token holders, who did not move their tokens from their wallets over the reporting quarter.
Buyers of CINXO Tokens at the Pre-IEO will be able to receive a form of dividends at a factor of 2 for each token. All tokens purchased
after the Pre-IEO at the Main Sale of the IEO in July will receive passive income at a factor of 1.5 instead of 2 as for those purchased at
the Pre-IEO in June. The distribution coefficient will drop to 1 for all tokens purchased after listing. Initially, before switching to a security
token, using the CINXO Token will give its holders a 50% discount on commissions on the CINDX platform.
After exchanging the CINXO Tokens for securities, CINDX Investkapital AS will distribute 30% of the company's profits to its token holders on a
quarterly basis, thus making it possible to receive passive income in the rapidly developing trading and cryptocurrency industries.
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